‘Hijas del aire. Sueño de Balladyna’
will be premiered tomorrow in
Poland under Ignacio García’s
direction
The text merges the story of the two protagonists from the works of
Stowacki and Calderón; and it will be possible to see it during the
42nd edition of the Almagro Festival

Madrid, 15th of March 2019
The J. Kochanowski Theatre of Opole (Poland) is welcoming tomorrow
Saturday, 16th of march, the first presentation of Hijas del aire. Sueño de
Balladyna, poetic story about the clash between the Good and the Evil, love
with jealousy, the old age and the youth, starting with the story of the
protagonists of Stowacki’s Balladyna; and with Calderón’s La hija del aire. The
work, directed by Ignacio García, with Anna Galas and José Gabriel López
Antuñano’s play-wright, will be presented in Spain during the 42nd edition of the
Almagro International Festival of Classical Theatre.

Two sisters, a crown and an uncontrolled desire for power. The search for
happiness that once was achieved it can only be an illusion. An instant of
tranquility disappearing in a moment and then, nothing can be preserved
without being corrupted. The doubt appears, the conviction that what one’s own
is only in our mind and it is true fiction, a dream, as Calderón would say. We
merge into something else, we corrupt ourselves and we die step by step in this
inevitable degradation. Nevertheless, there are people that will fight until death
for these values: Love? Power? Do traitors guilty of their betrayal always have
to be acclaimed? This story is about what intoxicate us, what ruin us, what
decay within us, but also the search for an intimate answer and an internal one
on how to survive this degradation. It is about how to learn to coexist, respect
and understand each other and about the blinding ambition that prevent us
seeing what really matters.
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